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Abstract
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been rampantly threatening much
more people life, thus timely and precise countermeasures against SARS-COV-2 were a matter of urgency.
Here, integrated bio-information analyse were used for deeply understanding the process of SARS-COV-2
infection. And it was demonstrated that pathways related to antivirus response, innate immune response,
and type 1 interferon pathways were dominantly enriched in Covid-19, while neutrophil degranulation,
in�ammatory reaction and Covid-19 adverse outcome were also assigned signi�cance. PPI network
revealed that type 1 interferon pathways related genes ranked as the hub genes in Covid-19, and among
these genes OASL, IFIT1,IFIT2,IFIT3 might be typically drug targeted, which was demonstrated by the
cerna network and drug interaction network. Our research in the end meant to fundamentally achieve
recommended strategies to bene�t people suffering from SARS-COV-2 infection.

Background
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) , a member of the genus Betacoronavirus,
was de�ned as an enveloped single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus. The �rst cases of an atypical viral
pneumonia caused by SARS-CoV-2 appeared in December of 2019 in Wuhan, China. And then, a
worldwide expansion and dissemination of the infection had occurred till now termed coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19)[1]. Employing the viral phylogenetic tree displayed that the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2 genome was closely related to previous pandemic coronaviruses SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
genomes, as well as pandemic in�uenza A strains (H1N1, H3N2 and H5N1)[2]. Nevertheless, there was
markedly different and unique transcriptional responses induced by SARS-CoV-2 in human lung epithelial
cells compared with the SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and in�uenza strains H1N1, H3N2 and H5N1[2]. 

COVID-19 ranged from asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic to severe pneumonia even death. It
appeared that the leading cause of mortality might be acute respiratory distress syndrome(ARDS), which
was hallmark of immune-mediated clinical consequence associated with alveolar damage[3]. And even
worse, the uncontrolled in�ammation resulting in vast release of cytokines namely ‘cytokine storm’ could
resemble symptoms of sepsis in�icting multi-organ damage, largely contributed to fatal COVID-19[3]. The
determinants of the clinical spectrum for COVID-19 might been relevant with genetic background, age,
smoke, etc[4-6]. But in the end, the two essential components came down to the mortality risk:
susceptibility to viral infection and propensity to develop harmful pulmonary in�ammation.

The invading virus infections were detected by the innate immune system sensing their pathogen-
associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) with various pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), including toll-
like (TLRs), retinoic acid-induced gene I (RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs) and the NOD-like (NLRs) families[7].
And after the virus detection, both type I and type III IFN were hence rapidly induced[8, 9], which then bind
to the each IFN receptor, and via the Janus kinase JAK–STAT pathway, activated hundreds of interferon-
stimulated genes(ISGs)[10], whom were endowed with the powerful capacity to inhibit every step of viral
replication. Noteworthily, recognition of a foreign infection or type I IFN response itself could trigger pro-
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in�ammatory cytokine production and provoked recruitment of immune cells to the infection sites[8],
which precipitated danger for ARDS or even severe mortality with cytokine storm.

Though nowadays, vaccines has been applied, much more people has been threatened by SARS-COV-2,
thus deeply understanding the process of SARS-COV-2 infection might help to get idea of timely and
precise countermeasures to help �ght against Covid-19. Here, using integrated bio-information, we tried to
understand transcript alteration in Covid-19 patients, to excavate the signi�cant protein module and hub
genes related to Covid-19, to develop promising drug strategy by cerna network building and repurposing
already present drugs. Our research aimed to dissect the key pathways involved in Covid-19, and meant
to fundamentally achieve recommended strategies to bene�t people suffering from SARS-COV-2
infection.

 

Result
Identifcation and analysis of DEGs in datasets

Data sets gse147507, gse152075 and gse157103 were obtained from GEO and extracted Rnaseq count
data were analyzed for differential expression using R limma package, which found 1705 differential
genes within GSE147507, 4003 differential genes within GSE152075, ) and 1189 differential genes within
GSE157103. And then the intersection of differential genes in the three data sets obtained 107 common
differential genes, named dgene(Fig1).

Similarily, The miRNA dataset gse157859 was differentially analyzed using R limma package, with 14
differentially expressed named DmiRNA. Lncrna data set gse157859 were extracted from GEO, and
showed 404 differential lncrnas named DlncRNA(Fig1). 

Gene ontology and cell pathway analysis 

Gene ontology analyse found dominated pathways related to antivirus response, innate immune
response, and type 1 interferon pathways, also notably, neutrophil degranulation and in�ammatory
reaction related terms are preferably enriched(Fig 2). As visually displayed in the topology network, type 1
interferon pathways were typically featured with genes including IFIT1 IFIT2 IFIT3 IFIT5 OAS1 OAS2
OAS3 OASL MX1 all classi�ed as interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs)[10], also serving as defense
against virus entry, replication, translation and other virus related life cycle[10]. And DDX60 gene was
reported to act with virus RNA senser RIG-I to promote type I interferon induction[11]; EIF2AK2, also
named PKR, was a dsRNA-dependent protein kinase and functioned in termination of process for
translation. Both of the two genes acted as the innate immune mechanism for the host cell guarding
virus invasion. Moreover, neutrophil degranulation related genes CYBA, GSTP1, PTX3 were also
dysregulated, among which, PTX3 emerged as a an independent strong prognostic indicator of short-term
mortality in COVID-19[12].
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Cell wikipathway enrichment demonstrated striking dominance of type 1 interferon induction and
signaling, type ii interferon signaling, and in�ammatory IL18 signaling, all of which was in agreement
with Gene ontology analyse(Fig 2). Also to be pointed out, pathways concerning p53 transcription
network, ciliary landscape and covid-19 adverse outcome were all assigned signi�cance. As found from
the pathway network, Chemokine CCL2 and CXCL10 were tightly associated with the covid-19 adverse
outcome, and TP53 pathway[13], il18 related genes PTX3[12] and PLA2G7[14] might all contribute to the
poor prognosis for COVID-19.

PPI network

The PPI network was build to �nd the signi��cant clustering modules and hub genes(Fig3A). As shown in
the network, the key module comprised diverse interferon related genes(Fig3A), all of which in different
manner, participated in the response and defense against  SARS-CoV-2,   including the principle antiviral
function ISGs (IFIT1,IFIT2,IFIT3,IFIT5,OAS1,OAS2,OAS3, OASL,MX1,IFI44,IFIH1,XAF1,GBP1 AND RSAD2);
in�ammation regulation genes CXCL10[15]; ubiquitin and ISGylation related interferon pathway
regulators HERC5,HERC6 and USP18[16]; host virus restriction gene SAMD9,SAMD9L[17]; and
mitochondrion DNA replication related gene CMPK2[18]. As for the hub genes in the module(Fig3A), it
was revealed that 10 gene possessed high degree of connectivity in COVID-19, which are as follows:
IFIT1 IFIT2 IFIT3 IFIH1 OAS2 OAS3 OASL MX1 CCL10 USP18.(Fig3B)

Cerna-network

 lncRNAs (noncoding RNAs of > 200nts) and mRNAs bind to miRNAs competitively via miRNA response
elements and act as competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs). In this mechanism, lncRNAs acted as a
sponge for miRNAs, and indirectly up-regulated the level of miRNAs targeting speci�c mRNAs[20].
According to this, the lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA network was build in order to �nd the potential lncRNAs and
miRNA regulating the hub genes in COVID-19(Fig4A). the network showed that hsa-miR-1290 could
interact with LINC-TPM4-2, LINC-ST8SIA4-2, PIP5K1B-AS-2,DENND1B-AS-1, increase of which might been
employed to up- regulate the levels for OASL, IFIT1,IFIT2,IFIT3.

Drug interaction network

The drug network was build to �nd potential drugs that have possible interactions with the hub
genes(Fig4B). As shown, ribavirin showed interaction with IFIT1,OASL,OAS1, and peginterferon alfa-2b
interacted with IFIT1,CXCL10,OASL,OAS1, both the two drugs with high enrichment could be repurposed
for usage. Additionally, drugs targeting CYBA (cytochrome b−245 αpolypeptide), and GSTP1[19], deserved
further investigation, with the two redox associated genes also mentioned in above neutrophi
degranulation related pathways, 

Discussion
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Interferon response constituted the major �rst line of defense against viruses. Here, in our bio-information
analyse, it revealed that while type I ranking the main force against SARS-CoV-2, both type II, and III IFNs
were concurrently involved in the process of the virus defense. This was identical with the report
suggested that all the three type interferon contributed to suppression of the virus load[9], with the
difference being that type I IFN more potent or rapid inducer of ISGs than type III IFN and type II IFN
inducing the lowest levels and partial of ISGs[21]. An recent investigation had heightened the role of
interferon as a determinants of the disease progression for COVID-19[22]. As illustrated that enriched type
I and type II interferon (IFN) responses, distinguished mild to moderate patients from the other severe and
critical patient groups. And it was observed in severe and critical patients, a highly impaired interferon
(IFN) type I response, accompanied with persistent blood viral load and an exacerbated in�ammatory
response characterized by increased TNF-a and IL-6[22]. Actually, there might be a balance between IFN
responses and in�ammation, with proper viral control IFN responses no in�ammation, but inadequate,
persistent and delayed IFN response leading to increased damaging in�ammation. Based on this, when it
came to applying endogenous IFNs towards the therapy for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),.it
should be attached great importance about timing and duration for the IFNs usage[9, 22, 23].  

The bio-information analyse present also demonstrated enrichment of neutrophi degranulation related
activities. Consistent with this, A recent study reported the higher accumulation of neutrophils in severe
COVID-19 patients compared to non-severe patients[24], which might be to blame defective type I
response against SARS-COV-2 inducing various upregulated neutrophil chemoattractants and then
neutrophil in�ltrations. This was corresponding with execution of Neutrophils, who were initially
restrained to make virus clearance, but persistent and prolonged virus presence might evoke the process
of neutrophi degranulation and lysis[25, 26], which just further promoted cytokine and in�ammation
response and the disease severity[27, 28]. Additionally, Neutrophils degranulation accompanied with
excessive ROS via the NADPH-oxidase system also acted as an important mediator of lung damage
during acute lung injury[29, 30]. And it had been showed that loss of phagocyte NADPH-oxidase
decreased lung pathology which could improve resolution of in�uenza virus infection[31]. Thus,
neutrophils accumulation seemed to be inevitable within the case of Covid-19 severity, which might
served as the main part constituting the named cytokine storm, and with its nature of producing ROS,
directly made great injury to the host cell.

What’ more, attention should also be attached to the enriched chemokines responsible for attracting
in�ammatory cells, which could release in�ammatory factors and chemokines and by a feed-back loop
aggravated immunopathogenesis[3]. A research had just reported that CCL2 and CCL3 cytokines released
by the lungs seemed to be correlated with mortality and older age because their inviting of Myeloid cells
in COVID-19 airways, which featured hyperin�ammatory signatures[32]. Also, CXCL10 secreted by
alveolar type II cells was reported to be effective disease markers in SARS, which recruited neutrophils
within the alveolar spaces of the lungs[3, 15], suggesting their involvement in diffuse alveolar damage
observed in COVID-19 pathology.  
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The discussion above could be simply summarized as following: if the �rst defense of type I IFN
responses was committed to ful�l its duty �ghting against SARS-COV-2, the symptom was mild and
moderate; but conversely, genetic or elder-age induced type I IFN negligence of duty, the symptom would
be severe and critically, characterized by excessive in�ammatory response and cell injury. This brought to
culmination of type I IFN responses suggestive of the subsequent course of the disease, which was also
embodied in our analyse showing type I IFN responses as the hub gene module in Covid-19. Thus, agents
aiming at the process of type I IFN response might been predominantly put as the �rst consideration over
any other treatment of COVID-19. 

In the key module network, OAS1 was outstanding and attractable for deep understanding, for that
several studies revealed that the genetic SNP variation in OAS1 functioned as a determinants for COVID-
19 susceptibility and severity[33], and a Neanderthal isoform of OAS1 in individuals of European ancestry
affords the protection from SARS2 invasion[34]. OAS1, which activated RNase L to directly cut off viral
RNA [35], existed in two isoforms in humans—a longer isoform (p46) and a shorter version (p42)[33, 34].
The p46 OAS1 protein contains four more amino acid that forms a prenylation site, which could help to
target proteins to membranes. And it was this membrane targeting deciding the host cell success defeat
against SARS CoV-2, with the virus asked for double-membrane vesicle to replicates its genome[33, 34].
Genetic variation with a SNP causing alternative splicing of the OAS1 mRNA would lead to p46
expression[34], and an investigation displayed that within a cohort of 499 COVID-19 patients hospitalized
in the UK, 42.5% of them did not express the antiviral p46 isoform[34]. This pointed out that OAS1 is an
important antiviral factor in SARS-CoV-2 infection and again emphasized the dominance of type 1
interferon to determinate the cell fate against SARS-CoV-2. These �ndings motivated strategies of
increasing OAS1 p46 isoform to be prioritized for drug development, and the report that OAS1 could
inhibit in�ammation might add weight to this motivation[36].

Besides, the cerna regulatory network, which help to identify noncoding RNAs that directly acted upon the
genome and control the transcriptome on a large scale, might also have the potential for success
treatment for covid-19, though lots of trials needed to testify the e�cacy. 

The lncrna, serving as a sponge for mirna, could concurrently targeted the key components of type 1
interferon including OASL, IFIT1,IFIT2,IFIT3. Among these, OASL could enhance RIG-I-mediated IFN
induction through its C-terminal ubiquitinlike domain speci�cally interacting with RIG-I[37]. And the IFIT
family, characterized by multiple repeats of tetratricopeptide repeat(TPR)[38], were brought to the
forefront by the the new paradigms put forth for how this family executing their effector functions, that
was other than traditionally believed protein–protein interactions, the principal molecular role of IFITs
might be to directly recognize foreign PPP-ssRNAs(single strand RNA) for downstream viral clearance[39,
40]. And it was found that IFITs formed large multiprotein complexes, with IFIT1, IFIT2 and IFIT3 all three
proteins being the components and IFIT1 being central feature of the complex for its higher a�nity to
PPP RNA[39]. In view of the fact that IFIT1 complex with TPR repeat might process the signi�cance
paralleling established receptors of the innate immune system such as LRR containing TLRs, and IFIT
complex speci�cally antagonized single strand RNA as SARS-COV-2[39], it could be strongly purposed
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that agent targeting this complex might prove satisfactory, whether it be noncoding-RNA, or repurposed
drugs like ribavirin in our analyse.

To sum up, our integrated bio-information analyse depicted the innate immune response landscape in
Covid-19, which emphasized type 1 interferon a key defense against SARS-CoV-2 and suggestive of the
disease progression. And regents aiming at the process of type 1 IFN were positively recommended for
further treatment towards Covid-19, as displayed in this paper, agent toward OAS1 protein, noncoding
RNA targeting OASL, IFIT1,IFIT2,IFIT3. or some other more ideal means.

Method
DEGs identi�cation

We obtained mRNAs gse147507, gse152075 and gse157103 from GEO, and obtained miRNA dataset
gse157859, Lncrna dataset gse157859. Differential expression detection was performed using R limma
package. We take | logfc | > 1 & FDR < 0.05 as the �lter and the differentially expressed miRNA, gene and
lncrna were named as dmirna, dgene and dlncrna data sets respectively.

Functional annotation and pathway enrichment analysis

107 differential intersection genes were performed functional enrichment, WikiPathways and gene
ontology  http://geneontology.org/ ). Differential intersection genes network analyse was done through
genecodis4  https://genecodis.genyo.es/ Analysis) . Using R package clusterpro�ler was used to draw
the bubble diagram.  

Protein-protein interaction study

The protein-protein interaction (PPI) network of DGene was constructed using the online database Search
Tool STRING(https://www.string-db.org/) , and a con��dence score of ≥0.9 was set as the threshold.
Protein nodes that did not interact with other proteins were removed. Furthermore, the PPI network was
analyzed to screen the signi��cant modules and hub genes, using Cytoscape (version: 3.8.0) . The
MCODE (version: 2.0.0)plugin was used to select signi��cant clustering modules based on the criteria:
MCODE score >10 and number of nodes >20, and pathway enrichment analyses of the genes in these
modules were performed using the cluster Pro��ler package . Subsequently, the CytoHubba (version: 0.1)
plug-in was used to screen the PPI network, and genes with degree >10 were identi��ed as hub genes in
the COVID-19

Drug-gene interaction analysis

Genecodis4  https://genecodis.genyo.es/ Analysis) and  pharmmapper analysis were used for further
analysis and mapping of drug target genesNetwork diagram.

cerna NETWORK
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The target gene of 14 differential miRNAs was predicted by targetscan, mirdb and Miranda online tools,
and the intersection was obtained as MiRNA target gene, and then intersected with 10 hubgene. Using
lncbase  https://diana.e-ce.uth.gr/lncbasev3/  And mircode  http://www.mircode.org/  , 14
differencesMiRNAs were performed target lncrna prediction, the intersection was obtain as miRNA target
lncrna, and intersected with dlncrna to obtain 68 target lncRNAs. Lncrna miRNA mRNA Cerna network
was drawn through Cytoscape Network visualization, Hub lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA ceRNAPathway was
Screened by cytohubba (version: 0.1) plug-in.

Detection of Nav1.7 expression 

Blank control group: no photosensitizer and light treatment.

Photosensitizer group: 4 μ G / ml HMME was incubated in dark for 4 h.

Laser group: wavelength 630 nm, power density 10 MW / cm2, energy density 2.5 J / cm2.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using R 3.6.3. Numerical data are presented as the mean ± standard
deviation,differences between means were analyzed using Student's t-test.ANOVA analysis was employed
to estimate the lncRNA,genes,miRNA expression difference among different groups.

The signi�cantly lncRNA,gene,miRNA were investigated using the limma R package, A threshold value of
|log2FC| ≥1 and FDR <0.05 , the heat mapping were performed using ggplot 2, ComplexHeatmap.
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Figures

Figure 1

Volcano plots of differentially expressed miRNA GSE157859 ,genes GSE147507

GSE152075 GSE157103 , lncRNA GSE157859 in COVID-19 and Normal. Red and green points

corresponded to up/down (log2fold change>1 and log2fold change<-1)respectively, with FDR <0.05. And
genes GSE147507 GSE152075 GSE157103 were intersected by Venn diagram.
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Figure 2

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment annotations and WikiPathways analysis of the pathological progression
of genes. Signi�cantly enriched pathways featured P<0.001. The analysis was conducted using R
clusterPro�lter.
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Figure 3

A. The protein-protein interaction (PPI) network, Cytoscape MCODE (version: 2.0.0)plug-inHub network
and CytoHubba (version: 0.1) plug-in Hub network B. Expression veri�cation of hub gene
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Figure 4

A lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA ceRNA network and the The Hub miR1290 lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA ceRNA network.

 B Drug target gene network.


